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ABSTRACT
With the falling price of the memory, an increasing number of mul-
timedia servers and proxies are now equipped with a large mem-
ory space. Caching media objects in the memory of a proxy helps
to reduce the network traffic, the disk I/O bandwidth requirement,
and the data delivery latency. The running buffer approach and its
alternatives are representative techniques to cache streaming data
in the memory. There are two limits in the existing techniques.
First, although multiple running buffers for the same media ob-
ject co-exist in a given processing period, data sharing among the
multiple buffers is not considered. Second, user access patterns
are not insightfully considered in the buffer management. In this
study, we propose two techniques based on shared running buffers
(SRB) in the proxy to address these limits. Considering user ac-
cess patterns and characteristics of the requested media objects, our
techniques adaptively allocate memory buffers to fully utilize the
currently buffered data of streaming sessions to serve existing re-
quests concurrently, with the aim to reduce both the server load and
the network traffic. Experimentally comparing with several exist-
ing techniques, we have shown that the proposed techniques have
achieved significant performance improvement by effectively using
the sharing running buffers.

Key Words: Shared Running Buffer (SRB), Proxy Caching, Patch-
ing, Streaming Media, VOD.

1. INTRODUCTION
The delivery of the streaming media content presents several

challenges: (1) The size of a streaming media object is usually
several orders of magnitudes larger than that of the traditional text-
based Web content. (2) The demand of the streaming media object
on the continuous and timely delivery is more rigorous than that of
the text-based Web pages.

To address these challenges, researchers have proposed different
methods, such as partial caching, to cache streaming media ob-
jects. More recently, researchers have paid attention to the tempo-
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ral caching of media objects in the proxy memory. The fixed-size
running buffer caching [1] and the interval caching [2] are two ma-
jor running (memory) buffer based caching techniques. The basic
working principle of the running buffer based caching technique is
as follows: when a request arrives, a fixed-size buffer of a prede-
termined length is allocated to cache the media data fetched by the
proxy, hoping that closely followed requests could reuse the data
in the memory instead of obtaining it from other sources (the disk,
the origin server or other caches). In contrast, the interval caching
technique uses a different approach. It considers two requests im-
mediately followed as a request pair, and incrementally orders the
arrival intervals of all request pairs (the arrival interval of a request
pair is defined as the difference in their arrival times). In the mem-
ory allocation, the interval caching gives preference to smaller in-
tervals, expecting more requests can be served for a given amount
of memory.

However, the running buffer caching does not take considera-
tion of user access patterns, resulting in the inefficient usage of the
memory resource. The interval caching approach does consider the
user access pattern in the buffer allocation and it shares another
limit with the running buffer caching: data sharing among different
buffers has not been considered.

2. SHARED RUNNING BUFFERS (SRB)
It has been shown that the running buffer caching and the interval

caching do not take effective use of the limited memory resource.
The SRB algorithm is designed to overcome the above listed prob-
lems. In SRB, an initial memory buffer is allocated once a request
comes for the object with the scale of this object length. When the
buffer is full, it will decide whether to expand or shrink the buffer
according to the user access pattern to that object, so that there
will be no any waste of the memory. The SRB is thus adaptive to
the object length and the user access behaviors. More importantly,
the data cached in different running buffers for a same object are
fully shared by any later requests concurrently, even if the buffer
is not allocated for these requests. This is different from any of
the previous work. When requests are prematurely terminated, the
SRB algorithm efficiently reclaims the idle memory space and does
near-optimal buffer replacement at runtime.

Motivated by the patching approaches that were heavily stud-
ied in the VOD environment, we further propose another enhanced
media delivering algorithm: Patching SRB (PSRB), which further
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Figure 1: WEB: (a) Server Traffic Reduction, (b) Average Client Channel and (c) Storage Requirement(%) with 1GB Memory

improves the performance of the media data delivery by making
use of the idea of patching with additional storage requirement on
the client side.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Synthetic and real workloads are used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the alogirhtms. WEB simulates accesses to media objects
in the Web environment, while REAL comes from logs of HP Cor-
porate Media Solutions, covering the period from April 1 through
April 10, 2001. The effectiveness of the algorithms is studied by
simulating different scale factors for the allocation of the initial
buffer size. The server traffic reduction (shown as “bandwidth re-
duction” in the figures) is used to evaluate the performance of the
proposed caching algorithms. We measure the traffic between the
proxy and the client in terms of the average client channel require-
ment. The average client storage requirement in percentage of the
full size of the media object is used to indicate the storage require-
ment on the client side.

For each simulation, we compare a set of seven algorithms in
three groups. The first group contains buffering schemes which
include the running buffer caching and the interval caching. The
second group contains patching algorithms, specifically the greedy
patching, the grace patching and the optimal patching. The third
group contains the two shared running buffer algorithms proposed
in this study.

Figure 1(a) shows the server traffic reduction achieved by each
algorithm on WEB. Notice that PSRB achieves the best reduction
and SRB achieves the next best reduction after the optimal patch-
ing. RB caching achieves the least amount of reduction. As ex-
pected, the performance of the three patching algorithms does not
depend on the scale factor for allocating the initial buffer. Neither
does that of the interval caching since the interval caching allocates
buffers based on access intervals.

For the running buffer scheme, we observe some variations in
the performance with respect to the scale factor. In general, the
variations are limited. To a certain extent, the performance gain
of the bandwidth reduction is a trade-off between the number of
running buffers and the sizes of running buffers. A larger buffer
implies that more requests can be served from the proxy buffer.
However, a larger buffer also indicates that less memory space is
left for other requests. This in turn leads to a larger number of
server accesses since there is no available memory. On the other
hand, a smaller buffer may serve a smaller number of requests but

it leaves more memory space for the system to allocate for other
requests.

Figure 1 (b) and (c) show the average channel and storage re-
quirement on the client. Notice that the optimal patching achieves
a better server traffic reduction by paying the penalty of impos-
ing the biggest number of client channels required. Comparatively,
PSRB and SRB require 30% to 60% fewer client channels while
achieving a better or closer server traffic reduction ratio.

PSRB allows the session sharing even when memory space is
not available. It is therefore expected that PSRB achieves the high-
est rate of server traffic rate reduction. In the mean time, it also
requires the largest client side storage. On the other hand, SRB
achieves about 6% less traffic reduction, but the requirement on
client channel and storage is significantly lower. The performance
results on REAL are omitted.

4. SUMMARY
In this study, we proposed the Shared Running Buffers (SRB)

based algorithms for efficiently delivering streaming media objects.
These algorithms dynamically cache media objects in the proxy
memory during the delivery, adaptively allocate the memory buffer
by exploiting the user access pattern, and enable the data being fully
shared among different buffers. The simulation results show the ef-
ficiency of the proposed algorithms. Both algorithms require that
the client be capable of listening to multiple channels at the same
time. Comparing with previous solutions that also require multi-
ple client channels, the proposed algorithms achieve a better server
traffic reduction rate with less or similar load on the link between
the proxy and the client.
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